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Letter from the Director

Dear Reader, 
Receive my greetings once again at the Fall 2014.  In this new 
exiting period for the Saudi Spanish Center of Islamic Economics 
and Finance (SCIEF), we are really pleased to share with you all 
the activities and results that SCIEF has achieved during the past 
months since our last  issue. 

During  2014 Spring period  we had the opportunity to celebrate 
our 5 years of activities with  a Stakeholder workshop on March 
the 5th in which 30 of the most active stakeholder of SCIEF in-
cluding business people, academics and students discussed the 
future of SCIEF.

Different materials have been developed from January up to March for the 5 years celebration among which
A video detailing all SCIEF activities since inception. Please see the video at SCIEF main web page 
http://www.scief.es/index.php
A short summary brochure detailing the main achievements of the past 5 years. Please  visit the bro-
chure at http://www.scief.es/pdf/SCIEF-Brochure.pdf

The past months also saw development of  SCIEF activities in its Key areas: academic excellence, re-
search, international awareness, and engagement with the business community.  Among which we can 
highlight some of the following: 

• We are also pleased to see how our research community growing;  in addition to our PhD candi-
date Inmaculada Macias, Peter Balnaves, DBA candidate at IE, is doing its doctoral research on 
Islamic finance. They will both doing different research activities on Islamic finance from  2013 
-2018 guided and monitored at SCIEF. Also we are really pleased to announce the collaboration 
of  Jennifer Suarez, an IE IMBA candidate since the past month of March and she will be invol-
ved in different SCIEF activities for the next period. The growing community and students and 
associates continue to develop research activities, present their research in different international 
conferences and publish its findings. 

Dr. Celia de Anca 
Director of Saudi-Spanish Center
for Islamic Economic and Finance

http://www.scief.es
http://www.scief.es/index.php
http://www.scief.es/pdf/SCIEF-Brochure.pdf
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• This period also saw the successful development of the First Executive Module : 26-29 January: 
International Executive Program in Islamic Finance in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The first module 
developed by SCIEF in collaboration with IEI, attracted 14 CEOs from different companies and 
countries: Spain, Mexico, Switzerland and Japan. 

• The third book that has been completed will be presented and distributed to the stakeholders of 
SCIEF

• In October we developed our 3th immersion group with a group of 12  IE IMBA students that went 
to Jeddah to develop and immersion in Islamic Finance with different classes, talks and company 
visits. 

After our 5-year journey we are looking forward to the future, SCIEF is a young organization, and its 
success would not have been possible without the invaluable contributions of collaborators, partners 
and friends. The new youth engaging initiatives, together with our regular academic and research ac-
tivities, constitute solid steps toward the SCIEF’s consolidation as a hub to channel existing debates 
and actions in the field of Islamic finance in Europe.  

Hope you will enjoy reading this news at least as much as much as we enjoy collecting them. 

Celia de Anca – Director, SCIEF

http://www.scief.es
www.scief.es
mailto:info@scief.es
https://www.facebook.com/scief
https://twitter.com/SCIEFNEWS
https://www.linkedin.com/directory/groups/
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Interview

Interview with Guillermo Canalejo, Partner, Uría Menéndez
and Alfredo Cabellos, Finance Lawyer, Uría Menéndez.
       By Dilin Lim

Guillermo Canalejo, partner of Uría Menéndez’s Madrid office, and Alfredo Cabellos, finance lawyer 
of Uría Menéndez Madrid office provides extensive insights about key difference of the legal and tax 
framework of Islamic Finance from mainstream finance, and shares invaluable advice for professionals 
that would like to venture into legal and tax aspects of Islamic finance as their definitive career path.

Mr. Guillermo Canalejo jointly runs Uría Menéndez’s Middle East Practice Group.

1. How would you define the Islamic finance legal and tax framework in Spain?

Missing. Unfortunately, Spain is dragging behind those European neighbouring countries that have 
identified the potential and the benefits of implementing a suitable legal  framework for the develo-
pment of Islamic finance, as it is the case of the UK, France or Luxemburg. In our case, nothing or 
little has been made so far at governmental or parliamentary level. The efforts to foster the develop-
ment of Islamic finance have been very much driven by the private sector. As a significant example, 
a great deal is being done by and around the CIEF, who has showed its capacity to gather some of 
the, mainly, private players interest in this field (financial and legal firms, banks, export credit agen-
cy, some regional institutions for finance development, etc.).

Guillermo Canalejo: The issue is that 
Islamic Finance transactions are, so 
far, unintentionally penalized if com-
pared to theri Western mainstream 
equivalents.

Alfredo Cabellos: Another feature of 
Spanish law for finance lease con-
tracts is that the lessee has a period 
to withdraw from the contract uni-
laterrally, without reason. Does this 
constiitute gharar?

http://www.scief.es
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2. What drives the tremendous interest of western countries in Islamic finance in the recent years? 
And what do you image the industry to look like in the next couple of years in your country?

The obvious answer is that the credit crunch in European countries and an acute need for new 
sources of funding have boosted the interest for IF. Although this is true, there are however, in our 
view, more layers to it. Globalization and migration cannot be disregarded. More and more Muslims 
are migrating towards Europe, and they naturally wish to deal in finance according to their beliefs. It 
is also a fact that European citizens have grown more demanding in terms of financial institutions’ 
ethical behaviour and IF is part of such increasing ethical trend.

As regards to development of IF in Spain within a time frame of 2 years, we are unfortunately still a 
bit sceptical. Not because of a lack of interest, which remains and is increasing, but because per-
haps the efforts of the UK, France and Luxemburg may still not have been completely fruitful. A lot 
has been said in those countries about the blooming of the industry, but it is our perception that IF 
is, so far, always something that is going to become a major event... imminently. But the issuance of 
Sukuk in France was delayed, and the expected volume of IF transactions in the UK may not have 
been that initially envisaged. Therefore the strength of the argument consisting of looking at what 
others are doing, by comparison, may not be as convincing for Spanish key players and adminis-
tration. We will, in any case, continue working towards an IF friendly environment in our country.

3. What distinguishes legal and tax framework of Islamic Finance from mainstream finance?

The legal and tax framework is the same for Islamic and non-Islamic contracts. The issue is that IF 
transactions are, so far, unintentionally penalized if compared to their Western mainstream equiva-
lents. The blatant example is tax. To put it simple, the profits earned by a (non-Spanish resident) 
investor in a particular transaction, since they would not qualify as interest, are likely to be more 
heavily taxed. In addition, IF transactions are mostly asset based, which may trigger a duplicity of 
indirect taxation, as the assets are bought by the IF bank and latter re-sold to its customer. The end 
economical result of the transaction is the same under Islamic and non-Islamic products, but the 
different route to reach the same goal (e.g. to provide finance), is more cumbersome and tax costly 
so far under Sharia’ compliant structures.

In addition to tax, there will be other commercial law aspects to be clarified or adapted also. For 
example, under the ijara (Sharia’ compliant lease contract), the current Spanish law would oblige 
to formally differentiate in the contract itself between interest and principal repayments. Another 
feature of Spanish law for finance lease contracts is that the lessee has a period to withdraw from 
the contract unilaterally, without reason. Does this constitute gharar?

http://www.scief.es
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The UK, France and Luxemburg have been working to reduce or eliminate those differences in the 
treatment of IF transactions and this is what Spain will need to do in the future to foster IF adequa-
tely. Please note that the objective is not to incentive the use of IF by proving for an advantageous 
tax or legal framework for its products, but rather to provide for an even playing field, ensuring that 
the costs of raising financing through a lease agreement or an ijara contract, are the same.

4. What are the current challenges facing legal aspects of Islamic Finance?

It is difficult to provide a comprehensive answer to this question, but first we could say that the 
Western world should overcome its initial misgivings towards Islam. Some say that the problem 
with Islamic Finance is its own name, and this is to great extent true. However, IF is undoubtedly 
a major part of a growing general stream of ethical finance and as such, extremely interesting and 
full of potential.
 
On the IF industry side, more uniformity, consistency and legal certainty, also among countries or 
regions, players and scholars would be suitable. Lots of efforts are being done in this regard, but 
still there is more to do. Determining more precisely what is and what is not permissible, or what 
can be done or not, is key for the growth of any product and what any Western financiers will be 
looking for. Ultimately also, we would guess that the consumer would want to be able to choose a 
product among several banks without having to first study the several fatawas issued by scholars 
in relation it...

5. What advice would you give for students, professionals that would like to venture into 
legal and tax aspects of Islamic finance as their definitive career path?

We would recommend, first of all, perseverance. It is a fascinating world, in which one learns and 
(sometimes even) develops law. We would recommend to not disregard the cultural or traditional 
aspects of Islam. It is too easy to apply the immediate Western principles and terms to an IF tran-
saction, in terms of seeking to adapt the latter to a number of standard contracts while “avoiding” 
the existence of riba and gharar, but IF is far more than an adaptation of our conventional instru-
ments to Islamic principles.  Better understanding the origins of the prohibitions, the differences 
between regions, schools of law, their sensitivities etc. will help them become better professionals, 
particularly in Europe, where most of their colleagues or competitors will be familiar with financial 
transactions, but far more less with Sharia’ principles.
 
Probably a stay in the Gulf or Malaysia, working in close contact with real transactions, through 
legal or financial firms, would be key. The studies are important indeed, but reality and what is 
actually being done in one region as opposed to others is essential. Look at the example of asset 
based and backed Sukuk, the evolution to hybrid Sukuk, etc.

http://www.scief.es
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Partner´s Highlights

Islamic Economics
Institute (IEI)
King Abdulaziz University

Welcoming 2nd Batch of students for Executive 
Master in Islamic Finance

Sept. 2014, IEI held welcome party for 2nd batch of students for  ‘Executive Master in Islamic Finance’. 
Dr. Abdullah Q. Turkistani, Dean of IEI and  Dr. Yousef A. Basodan, Vice Dean of Graduate Studies and 
Scientific Research, formally welcomed the students. 

http://www.scief.es
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Partner´s Highlights

Wednesday Dialogues
1. Justice and Charity in Islamic Law : Legal and Juristic views

2. Islamic Investment Sukuk business Organizations in Sudan 

3. Economics of Agents with social preferences: the Third fundamental Theorem of Welfare Economics

4. Islamic Equity Market Integration and Volatility Spillover between Emerging and US Stock Markets

5. Asset Liability Management for Islamic Banks: A Model to Quantify the Capital Required to Ab-
sorb Refinancing Risk

6. Salam-based System of Finance

7. Is ayat al-riba the last revealed verse of the Qur’an?

Monthly Seminar with Chair for Ethics and Financial Norms 
1. Rights of beneficiaries for endowment contracts: Fitting French assurance-vie to the Islamic moral 

order

2. What did hold back the Middle East? The thesis of the long divergence revisited 

3. Protecting the family, from levirate to family takaful: Historical perspective, contemporary significance

4. Neuroeconomics: Promises and Pitfalls for Conventional and Islamic Economics

http://www.scief.es
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Partner´s Highlights

Live Streaming

IEI would soon be live streaming Wednesday Dialogues and 
Monthly Seminars for everyone to see. One can login from 
IEI Website http://iei.kau.edu.sa

Agreement with Thomson Reuters
June 2014, IEI entered into agreement with Thomson Reuters, the repu-
ted distributor of data and information on Islamic Finance that they would 
include all the publications of IEI including IEI Journal (Journal of King 
Abdulaziz University : Islamic Economics) in their database. This would 
enable students and researchers in Islamic Economics and Finance to 
easily access IEI material in Thomson Reuters and its affiliated websites.

Journal of King Abdulaziz University:
Islamic Economics (JKAU Islamic Economics)

July 2014, Islamic Economics Journal will have 3 issues, 2 in English 
and 1 in Arabic. Journal in English would be Issued every January and 
July while Journal in Arabic would be Issued in October. All IEI journals 
are available on IEI Website http://iei.kau.edu.sa for free. 

(JKAU Islamic Economics) has setup International Advisors which in-
cludes prominent scholars from the field of Islamic Economics: Prof.  
Mohammad Ariff,  Prof. Murat Cizakca, Prof. Volker Nienhaus, Prof. Mo-
hammad Nejatullah Siddiqui,  and Prof. Rodney Wilson

http://www.scief.es
http://iei.kau.edu.sa
http://iei.kau.edu.sa
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Partner´s Highlights

35th Al Baraka Symposium of Islamic  Economics
July 2014, Some of the IEI faculty member attended the 35th symposium with title as ‘Waqf for Deve-
lopmental and Operational Sciences”, which included:

1. The Positive Banking
2. Liquidity Management in Islamic Banks. 
3. The Role Played by State in the economic activities 

“An Original Opinion in accordance with the basis of 
Islamic Economy”

4. The developmental role of Waqf in poverty Alleviation 
and reducing unemployment rate, as well as integra-
tion of different groups into economic activities.

IEI Faculty’s Contributions:
Global Islamic Finance Report 2014 (GIFR 2014)
2014, Dr. Abderrazak Belabes  and Dr. Ahmed Belouafi  contributed chapter 18 ‘Islamic Finance Edu-
cation’ in GIFR 2014 published by Edbiz Consulting

http://www.scief.es
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Partner´s Highlights

6th world conference on Educational Sciences
(06-09 February, 2014)

Dr. Abderrazak Belabes and Dr. Ahmed Belouafi presented papers on ‘Designing Islamic Finance Pro-
gram in a Competitive Educational Space’ at 6th world conference on Educational Sciences, organized 
by University of Malta, 06-09 February, 2014.

North-American Journal of Economics and Finance
Dr. Walid Mansour’s (co-authored) article 
‘Islamic Equity Market Integration and Vo-
latility Spillover between Emerging and US 
Stock Markets’ was published in the Nor-
th-American Journal of Economics and Fi-
nance (Volume 29, Issue 3, Year 2014), pu-
blished by Elsevier. This Journal has impact 
factor of 1.542.

Dr. Walid Mansour’s

Dr. Belabes Dr. Belouafi

http://www.scief.es
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Partner´s Highlights

Third World Impact

Mr. Kaleem Alam’s article ‘Profit, Dividend and Financial 
Compensation: Empowering Shareholders’ was published in 
Third World Impact (October – December, 2013, issue). 

Al Hijaz International Refereed Journal for Islamic & Arabic Studies
Dr. Abderrazak Belabes’s article ‘What is the secret of the Muslim West Interest for Teleology?’ (In 
Arabic language) was published in Al Hijaz International Refereed Journal for Islamic & Arabic Studies 
(August 2014, issue).

Mr. Kaleem Alam

http://www.scief.es
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5years celebration

We have celebrated our 5 years of activities with  a Stakeholder workshop on March the 5th in which 
30 of the most active stakeholder of SCIEF including business people, academics and students dis-
cussed the future of SCIEF. 

http://www.scief.es
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Islamic Finance

Investing tools for the banking future
4-Day International Executive Program
Jeddah. SAUDI ARABIA
In partnership with the King Abdulaziz University and the Saudi-Spanish Center for Islamic Economics 
and Finance, IE Business School developed the Islamic Finance International Executive program , an 
interactive course that enabled participants to understand the Islamic principles and finance tools that 
are key to this sector.

The participants were 14 CEOs from different companies and countries: Spain, Mexico, Switzerland 
and Japan.

http://www.scief.es
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The program provided the venue to analyze, discuss, and learn Islamic Finance first-hand through aca-
demic sessions and round tables with expert-speakers, company visits, and networking opportunities 
right in the urban center of Saudi Arabia and principal gateway to Mecca: the city of Jeddah.

http://www.scief.es
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SCIEF Research Fellow, Jennifer Suárez, was ranked the top 
MBA student in her section for IE Business School’s Novem-
ber 2014 International MBA class.

Jennifer, what were you looking for when you came to colla-
borate with the Scief?

The reason I originally wanted to collaborate with SCIEF was 
that I wanted to learn more more about the Middle East and 
gain more exposure to the region.  Since I have prior experien-
ce in corporate banking, I thought that it would make sense to 
support an organization dedicated to Islamic Finance.  - Also, I 
wanted to utilize my MBA coursework and prior experience in 
banking and finance to support growth in the GCC as well as 
promote understanding of the region.

What are you main responsibilities in your work at Scief?

My main responsibilities have been to promote SCIEF’s ac-
tivities to the IE student body and also help developing the 
business plan for SCIEF.

Interview

Jennifer Suaréz

http://www.scief.es
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3rd Immersion Group
The students of the IMBA together with students from Kingabdulaziz University took an intensive cour-
se on Islamic Finance from October 12-16 in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. They are the ·3th immersion group 
that enjoy this special experience in wich they have share the experiences from practitioners at the 
Islamic Development Bank, Saudi Economic Development Company and Islamic Research & Training 
Institute and took part in an open debate about Islamic Finance versus traditional Finance.

Courses and Activities
HUELVA

I International Congress of Development Studies 
Alternative Perspectives of Development
The Second International Congress of Development Studies is an initiative of the Spanish Network of 
Development Studies (REEDES) and the Department of Economics of the University of Huelva. 

The event took place on 16th and 17th June 2014 in the Faculty of Business at the University of Huel-
va. In this international conference were  involved about 200 researchers and teachers from different 
countries dedicated to Development Studies, mostly REEDES members. 

The congress focused on alternative perspectives of development. It is a scientific and academic in-
ternational meeting with practical projection for teachers, researchers, students and social agents. It 
aims to provide a forum for debate and discussion around some of the salient issues in Development 
Studies. 

http://www.scief.es
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On Monday 16th June, in the Salón de Actos de las 
Facultades de Ciencias del Trabajo and Trabajo So-
cial of the Huelva University took place the “Alterna-
tive Finance for development Panel” with:

• Ethic Banking: Peru Sasia (Banca FIARE and 
Deusto University Spain)

• Islamic Finance: Celia de Anca (Spanish Saudi 
Center for Islamic Economics and Finance)

• Microcredits: Nazrul Chowdhury (La Caixa and 
Grameen Bank, Bangladesh)SCIEF was one of 
the main sponsor of the even

Islamic Banking & Finance 2014 Lancaster University
by Raphie Hayat

“In June 2014, Lancaster University Management School hosted the 4th Islamic Banking and Finance 
Conference. Our student Raphie Hayat wasselected to present a paper at this vibrant and diverse con-
ference. Vibrant and diverse because that was how the overall atmosphere felt like. Although this con-
ference is relatively young, it was still attended by people all around the world, from Qatar and Dubai, 
to France and the Netherlands. There was also a nice mix of young as well as established researchers.

Thorsten Beck (the key note speaker) gave a very 
interesting presentation on the differences between 
Islamic and conventional banks and there were se-
veral very interesting papers presented during the 
sessions. A few  examples: Iftekar Hassan (Profes-
sor of Finance & Corrigan Chair in International Bu-
siness & Finance at Fordham University) presented a 
paper on how the presence of Islamic banks effects 
overall financial development in a country. Although 
the evidence does not unequivocally point to this, it 
seems Islamic banks increase the development of 
the overall financial sector in a country, mainly be-
cause they increase competition between banks.

http://www.scief.es
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Laurent Weill (Professor of Economics at University of Strasbourg) also 
presented an interesting paper on how the stock returns of a listed com-
pany reacts when it issues Sukuks. The evidence suggests that the mar-
ket likes this (i.e. the stocks react positively to the issuance of Sukuk) 
and that this effect increases with the reputation of the Shariah scholar 
certifying the Sukuk.

Professor Weill’s paper has commonalities with the paper Professor 
Celia de Anca and Raphie Hyat wrote on the reaction of stocks to be-
ing listed on an Islamic index. Their findings indicate that such a listing 
does not significantly affect the listed company’s returns. The paper 
was well received and there was a lively discussion.”

http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/lums/golcer/ibf-2014/

Islamic Finance: Why is it of interest for Europa?
Finanzas islámicas: ¿Cuál es el interés para Europa?
In September the Institut D´Estudies Financers (IEF) invited Prof Celia de Anca  to give a lecture about  
Islamic Finance: Why is it of interest for Europa?

Islamic Finance is one of the fastest growing industries in the last years. The growth of the industry 
has been equally impressive in the number of new operations as well as in the development of new 
products and markets. However Islamic Finance present a high degree of complexity that need to be 
properly understood to be able to fully unleash its full potential. The European companies after deca-
des of slow progress can in the present economic context particularly benefit of this growing market

Las finanzas islámicas constituyen  una de las industrias que más ha crecido en los últimos años, 
tanto en número de operaciones,  como en el desarrollo de nuevos productos y mercados. Sin em-
bargo, es un mercado complejo que necesita una profunda comprensión para poder abordarlo con 
éxito. La empresa europea en el actual contexto económico parece que puede por fin aprovechar su 
máximo potencial tras décadas de tímida aproximación.

http://goo.gl/aLHUVD
http://goo.gl/O2LKYW

http://www.scief.es
http://goo.gl/aLHUVD
http://goo.gl/O2LKYW
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New Articles in Harvard Business Review

Prof. Celia de Anca´s articles Let Your Employees Bring Their Interests to Work and Our Emotional Atta-
chment to Local Currencies were published in the Harvard Business Review (August and November 2014).

1º Edition of the Autumn School
“Building up an EU-based payment system. Learning from 
the past to afford challenges ahead”
The Autumn School is an interdisciplinary workshop on the monetary integration process in the EU of 
the Department of Business and Law of the University of Siena in wich Prof Celia de Anca was invited 
to give a lecture about “ Money and Identity in within the EU framework”at the Autumn School and to 
be chair at the Discussion Panel about “Monetary Integration and Shari’a Legal Culture in the EU” last 
October.

It is developed within the “Europeanisation of the pay-
ment system”  a Jean Monnet Teaching Module (2013 
– 2016). This Project has been co-financed by Lifelong 
Learning Project (Education and Culture DG) and the 
University of Siena to launch a new university course on 
the law of money and payment system regulation.

Other participants were Horst Tomann ( Professor, Freie Universität, Berlin), Ruxandra Gabriela Popes-
cu (Research Fellow, Romanian Center for European Policy), Andrea Borroni (Assistant Professor, Se-
cond University of Naples), Valentino Cattelan, Visiting Fellow (Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies), Ruth 
Wandhöfer (Global Head of Regulatory & Market Strategy, Citi Transaction Services), Noah Vardi (As-
sistant Professor, University of Roma Tre), Antonella Sciarrone Alibrandi (Professor, Cattolica University 
of Milano), Gabriella Gimigliano ( Lecturer, University of Siena), Simon Lelieveldt ( Independent Regula-
tory Consultant), Paola Masi, Director (Market and Payment System Directorate, Bank of Italy ), Daniele 
Ciani (Administrator, Directorate of Financial Stability, Bank of Italy), Michele Chang  (Professor, College 
of Europe, Bruxelles),and Anders Ravn Sørensen (Ph.D. Fellow, Copenhagen Business School).

(click image) (click image)

http://www.scief.es
https://hbr.org/2014/11/our-emotional-attachment-to-local-currencies/
https://hbr.org/2014/08/let-your-employees-bring-their-interests-to-work/
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Book Promotion

Social Impact Finance
With Faisal M. Atbani & Cristina Trullols

Faisal M. Atbani is an Assistant Professor of Law and Vice 
Dean of the Islamic Economic Institute at King Abdulaziz Uni-
versity, Saudi Arabia. He has worked as Compliance and Legal 
Affairs Manager at Allied Cooperative Insurance Group in Jed-
dah and is Board Member and Audit Committee Chairman at 
Wataniya Insurance Company in Jeddah. 

How was the experience about writing a multilateral book 
as this one, with so many authors of so different back-
grounds each one?

Indeed, it was great experience when some deal with others’ 
cultures and thoughts. I think such a task requires a teamwork effort. This exactly what has been done 
with the colleagues in SCIEF, particularly Cristina.

Wich audience is it target to? 

I believe such work aims to give practical solutions to youngsters who sometimes find it difficult to 
deal with financial institutions to satisfy their financial needs. This does not mean to copy the practical 
solutions illustrated in the book. Rather, it indicates that creative thinking is an effective way to solve 
problems. It encourages youth to think effectively without tying themselves with traditional practice.

Which are the main issues that this book addresses?

Therefore, “Social Impact Finance” has focused to be a voice of youth and to share their experiences 
among communities. I hope this book will open the gate for youngsters to create their own ideas in 
developing their communities without relying on conventional financial institutions.

http://www.scief.es
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Cristina Trullols has a large experience in banking legal com-
pliance and analysis of financial institutions.  She was Direc-
tor of the Islamic Finance Center and Microfinance Associate 
Professor at the IE Business School and nowadays she edits 
her third book about Finance of Social Impact with the same 
Institution. 

She was Manager of Financial Control, Citigroup and Group Su-
pervisor in Financial Analysis of the Superintendency of Banks 
of the Dominican Republic.

She has teached Young Microentrepeneurs through Microcre-
dits of the  Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo.

She has a Executive Master´s degree in Financial Management 
of the Instituto de Empresa (Madrid), MBA of the Quebec University and has a degree in Economics 
and International Relationships, Boston College.

How was the experience about writing a multilateral book as this one, with so many authors of 
so different backgrounds each one?

The experience was an tremendously enriching one.  Each author had a different story to tell, however 
with one thing in common: their belief in making a social impact in society.  Although they all work in di-
fferent enterprises,  they all address the same issue.  Most of all, it was interesting to work with different 
models, Islamic Finance, non-banking solutions and ethical banking, which function differently from 
each other but work towards favoring the less fortunate with the objective to offer a more just method 
to solve long existing inequalities caused by the traditional banking system.

Wich audience is it target to? 

This book offers professionals in the financial sector, government, non-profit and non-governmental 
organizations, multinationals, academic institutions, amongst others, new content regarding alternative 
financial solutions.  It also offers new material for students looking to develop a career in the alternative 
financial sector as well as research in social impact finance.

Which are the main issues that this book addresses?

Due to the subprime bubble that caused one of the worst financial and economic crises around the 
world, the image of the financial system has been tainted.  As a result, new ways of doing finance have 
developed, creating alternatives to the regular financial system.  This book presents examples of diffe-
rent and successful businesses created all over the world that address the challenges faced by those 
with limited resources, providing them with financial alternatives to solve the challenges they face daily. 
These businesses are based on different models but all have the same objective: to have a social im-
pact using alternative financial methods: Islamic Finance, Non-Banking Solutions and Ethical Banking. 

http://www.scief.es
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